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Haemers has constructed a partial geometry with parameters = 4, t = 17, and a = 2, using 
properties of the Hoffman-Singleton graph. We describe this geometry in terms of the Steiner 
system S(5,8,24). 
A partitill gmmetry with parameters , t and a is an incidence structure of pints 
and lines with the following properties: 
(1) A_ny point is on t + 1 lines and any line contains s + 1 points. 
(2) TWO distinct lines meet irn at most one point. 
(3) Given any non-incident point-line pair (x, L) there are exactly a lines 
through x meeting L. 
A parkl geometry is said to be proper if 1 C cy <minis, t). This means that the 
geometry is not equivalent to a combinatorial object for which another name is 
more common. 
Haemers [6] constructed a partial geometry with parameters  = 4, t = 17, cy = 2 
using properties of the Hoffman-Singleton graph. This is the unique ,graph on 50 
vertices with valency 7 and diameter 2 (see [7D. The points of Haemer’s geometry 
me ahe 7.75 edges of the Hoffman-Singleton graph. There are 630 lines, these 
Peeing the l-factors of 105 distinguished Petersen swbgraphs. Haemer’s proof of 
axiom (3) rests on eigenvalue techniques. 
Section 3 describes this geometry in terms of the 176 octads in a Steiner system 
S(5,8,24) that contain a given point P) and miss a given point 0. Our proof of 
axiom (3) depends on properties of the Steiner system. We also indicate how to 
construct the geometry from 175 subgroups of the alternating group A,; the 7’0 
Sylow 3-s’ubgroups and a conjugate class of 105 subgroups isomorphic to the 
symmetric group S+ Section 4 connects the two descriptions by using octads to 
label the vertices and edges of the Hoffman-Singleton mph. 
We begin by introducing the Miracle &tad Generator. 
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by freely permuting the 3 pairs, reversing any even number cd pairs and scalar 
rndtil;Qing by any power of o. (The 5 words have 36, 12, 9, 6, 1 images 
rrewtiv;eljr.) L An i~mtutim of, a digit. ‘i c, GF(4) is II column vector 
(10 l, a;!, 6f3, a.$, with R = 0 or 1, such that a2 -I- qao ?_ a,& *= 2. The. interpretation is 
csle:n or odd according as rthe. number ;of non-zerk entries. a, is even or odd. A 
Go1a.y eodeword in the 4 x 6 MQG (array is obtained by ,either 
(1) giving-the digits of *a hexacodeword an odd+&xpretatica in any way such 
!:ha.t he top row c>ontains an odd number of points; or 
(2) givkg:the .&its of a~hexacodewor&:an even interpretation in any way such 
&art tibe top row contains an even number’;af qxkrts. 
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Label the positions in the MOG array as shown below. 
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m 
P 4 Q a 15 19 
1 5 8 12 16 20 
2 6 9 13 17 21 
3 7 10 14 18 22 
L 
The set 0 =(p, I, 2,3,4,5,6,7} is an octad. The subgroup H of the Mathieu 
group I& that fixes 0, P and Q is isomorphic to A7. It is generated by the 
permutations given below. 
93= 
There are 175 octads other than 0 through P and missing Q; of these 
<3X 5 = 105 meet 0 in 4 points and are colored black, and the remaining 
7X IO=70 meet 0 in 2 points and are colored white. The group H is transitive 
on black octads and on white octads. There are 1.5 octads disjoint from 0 and 
missing Q. These octads are colored red. The sum of 2 distinct red octads is a 
third red octad and so the red octads may be viewed as the points of a PG(J, 2). 
The. group H acts 2-transitively on red octads. 
3. The pWial geometrg in terms af octads 
The points of the geometry are the 175 octads different from 0 that clontain P 
ant1 do not contain Q. Fig. 1 describes a particular line L and an aintomorphism a
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Fig. 1. 
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by w if necessary we may assume T fixes every point of L. Then T fixes 2, 7, 5, 
{1,4} and {3,6}; hence 7 = e or U* Thus (0) is the stabilizer of L in H and there 
are (HI/4 = 630 lines. The second statement follows from line transitivity. The 
third statement then follows from transitivity of H on black and on white 
octads. 0 
-3.2. Let M be a line. Then 
(1) there is a unique involution CIC fixing every octud OK M; 
(2) if F, GEM then &nE& -(a}; and 
(3) if Nf A4 is a line then IiVn MIS 1. 
Roof. By line transitivity we may assume M = L. A check of Fig. 1 shows that 
parts (I) and (2) are true for the line L with at = o*. Suppose by way of 
* contradiction that IL n N( 3 2. Then (1) and (2) imply L and N are both fixed by 
the involution cr2. Since all involutions in A, are conjugate, every involution fixes 
the same number of lines, namely 6. The 6 lines fixed by n2 are permuted by the 
centralizer Cr..r(a2) of a2 in EL The group CH(az~ = ((1643)(25), I( 14)(25), ((257)) 
and has order 24. The pairs CSr, S,S,, TIT& CT,, TrS,, T,S, have 12, 6, 6, 12, 
12, 12 images, respectively, under Cr..@) and all these Images are distinct (note 
that C is fixed by a &element that squares to u2 whereas S, and S2 are not). 
However, since )L n NJ a 2 there are fewer than 6 x @ = 60 ways to choose a pair 
of octads on a line f&d by o*. Cl 
Define a graph on the 175 black and white octads by joining two octads A, B if 
and only if either A, I3 are the same color and IA W3l= 2, or A, B are different 
colors and IA n BI = 4. Given that this graph is strongly reguhr, it follows 
immediately from Lemma 3.2 above and from [6, Lemma I], that the images of L 
and N are the lines of a partid geometry. 
If A is an octad we set A’ = (A n O)\(P) and A* = A\O. Propositions 3.3 
through 3.9 are true for the line L and so am *tie in general. Let M be a line, let 
A, B EM be black octads and let X, YE M be white octads. Then: 
PxUpWiGon 3.3. IA’nB’l=O or 1 aand IA*nB*l=O or 1. 
Rope&t#on 3.d 
Pr@c&ion 3.5. 
A’n B’( = 1 if atui only ij (A* Neal = 0. 
A’ n 33’1 = 0 if and onPy if (A* n B*( = 1. 
propocpition 3.6. (XV7 Y’I = 0 and (x* n Y*l= 1. 
I?Plpsih 3.7, (x*nA*l=2 or 3. 
Fr0mn 3.& X’c, A’ ij and only if \X* n A*( = 2. 
Jbd. IEy line tnmsititii@ we may assume M = L. !suppose by way of contradic- 
&MI that G is joined tcr at least 3 points of L. I 
(A,) G is jotied to ‘I; and T& 
By Proposition 3.6, )G*fI c\ = IG*R 7$1= I, since lG*I = 6 we must have 
l&19,21,22 (3 G”. As 5 points of G are detern$r~~ed, 
15 19 
Hence G is not joined to C, St of S, by Proposition 3.7. 
(B) G is joined to Tr and SP 
By l(A), G is ~&k&-either to C or ,t~&. By Proposition 3.6, IG* n ?‘:I = 1 and 
by Propositiom 3,7, lG* hS~l= 2 or 3. sincie Sg = (12,14, %6,18} and S$ n z = 
(X2,16, lI@ we have fG*fWgl= 2 and G* contains 14 and one of 12,16, and 18. 
By Ropo&ion 3.8, G’ ,c S& and in ~NuM,&u G’ n Sl, = 8. 
$suppose G is joined to S1. Then fiomition 3.9 implies [G* t? Sfl= 3 and since 
@~‘fU$;(12,16,18) we ha% @f’#=(l2,17,20}. Now G and T’z both 
con&&~ Ps 12,14, 1’7 and 2O~co@qu&ting the hypoehesis G# Tz. Therefore G is 
joined to ICI since G*n Tt~(12; 16,ls) we have G”nC*={lO, 13) by Roposi- 
tion 3.7. Proposition 3.8 gives G’s C’ aud so G’ E C’ n Sl, = {‘I’]. I&w G and Tz 
both contain P, 7, 10, 13,and 14; contradicting the hypothesis G# T’-‘-. 
(c::) G ii joined tro C, S1 and TX. 
%xe G; is joined to Tl, Proposition 3.6 implies G’ f {2] and in particular G’ is 
not coriLz0 4 in both C’ and Z&Observe C* n ST = $I. Now Propositions 3.7 anr; 
3.8 imply !G* n $C* U $:)I 2 5. Since (C? U St) \, 71”: = {10,13,17,20~ and since 
IG* n Q( = 1 YV~ ha\qe 10,13,17,20 E G*. Now G Ed T2 both contain P, 10, 13, 
17, :and 20 contradicting the hypothesis G# T.. 
(I:,) G is joi:& to C, S1, and S,. 
Ckerve Sl, nS;l= 8 and C* n(Sr W Sz) = $. Suppljse G’ = (5}, Then Proposi- 
tion 3.9 implies IG*~I(S~OS~)~Z~S ald S~.RIC~ lG*I-6, IC;*nc*la2, we have a 
~:fjt&idon. ‘T’hedore G’ f(5) and G’ is wntainad in eactly one of Si and S$. 
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Proposition 3.9 implies lCi* n(ST U Sz)l ;s 4 with equality if and only if 12~ G*. 
§ince IG*nC*(*2 we must have: (G*nC*I=2 and lG*n(STuSQ=4. Hence 
12 E G*. After applying cr we may suppose G’ = (2). Now Proposition 3.9 implies 
JG* nS;l= 3 and so G* contains 2 of 14, 16, and 18. Since Gf Tl, G does not 
contain both 16 and 18. After applying a2 we may suppose G* n Sz = (12,14,16] 
but then 
G= 
P :c 
12 J6 * 
2 * 
14 
w oow4 G 
and is not joined to C. Cl 
Lemrno 3.11. If M is a line and [f G is a black octal of M then G is joined to at 
may 2 points of M. 
I&o& By line transitivity we may suppose 1M = L. Suppose by way of contradic- 
tion that G is joined to at least 3 points of M. 
(A) G is joined to S1 and Sz. 
After applying cr we may suppose G is joined either to C oi. ‘UO Tl. Observe 
that Sl, and S$ are disjoint and that Sl, U S$ = {1,2,3,4,6,7). Now Proposition 3.3 
implies IG’n Sil = IG’n S$l = 1, and since IG’I = 3 we have 5 E G’. Now Proposi- 
tion 3.4 implies G* and STU S$ are disjoint 
If G is joined to Tl then since G* n TT c TT \ (ST U Sf$) = (8,l l}, Propositions 
3.7 and 3.8 imply G*n Tt = (8, ll} and T; = (2}~ G’. Now C and G both 
contain P, 2, 5, 8, and 11, contradicting the hypothesis G # C. Therefore G is 
joined to C and Proposition 3.3 implies G* is disjoint from C”, ST, and ST. Thus 
G* ={lS, 19,21,22} and 
G= 
P ‘,5 19 
51 
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@]) G is @An& It0 c;‘& and Tj. 
Since C’ W Si = {Ii,& 4,5,7], G’ is nat disjoint from C’ and S$., By Pqxxitions 
3.3, 3,4 and 35, IG**n(C*WS~)~~!l anti if 1@n(C’US9)~:~2 ban 
Icj;? If?(c*~~S~)j~=O., ’ Q~: T~~~~~“,US$)c::~9}, PropMMOn~ x7 implies 
)G” If7 Iq = 2,9tE Cj;*, and iG* n(C*tJ @)I:= 1. No4 Pqx&ion 3.8 implies 
GTI (C' USi) = {2} and so G’= {2,3,6). Sixlce G and S1 both #contain P, 2, 3, 6, 
amnd ‘9, we have IG: = S1, which is impossible. 
(C!) G is joined tto C: S1 and Ta. 
Sirrtce C’ U !Sl, == c!, 3,5,6,7}, 6’ is not d&j&t from both C’ and Sl;. Pqxxi- 
tiomr; 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 imply IG* n CC* u sr)ll s I: md that 18;‘” fr(C* U ST)1 = 0 if 
and only if IIWMT’) = )G’fMl,l= i. Obsem Tf\(C*lJST) ={16,18). If 
G* f’\ T’: = (16,11K) then Proposition 3.8 impk$ G’ n C’ = G’ fWl, = (2) and we 
musl: have G’ = {I, 2,4}. iTf IG* n Tf1 h 3 then’ 16,18 E G* and lG* n (C” U St)1 = 
1. Hence, JG’ n (Cc’ U Sl,)l = 1 and 1,4~ 0’. IIn either case, G and S, both contain 
P, 1, 4, 16 and 18 contradict@ the hypothesis G# S,. 
(II) G is joirxxl to C, TI and Tz. 
Sirtce \rJ”\ =4 and \?‘Tn ?‘zl= 1 we do not have \G*n nl= IG*‘n Tz( = 3. 
Aftel* applying u we may suppose IC* fI Ttj :=2. NOW Pqx&ion~ 3.3 and 3.8 
impll)~ G’ fl C' .= {Z], and Proposition 3.4 i@.ies G* n C* = $4. h ptmid~ 7 $ G’ 
and !&by Pmpwition 3.9, IG* n T%J = 3. Hence TT n Tq = (12) is contained in G*. 
!Gnca c* 17 6P = 8 we conclude that CG’Y? ?‘z contains 2 of 14, 17, and 20. Slice 
G # !!;I, G does not contain both 17 and 20. After applying o* we may suppose 
G*O Tz = {12,14,17). But then 
is a white octad. 
(E) G is joined to Sz, Tli ancf Tz. 
Once again lG*i = 4, l?‘Tn ?‘g( z= 1, and we do not have IG” n T’TI= 
IGyl’ n TzI = 3. Suwa that lG* n T$I = IG*n T$) = 2. Then Proposition 3.8 im- 
plies 2,7 tz G’, Proposition 3.4 implies G,* n Sz = f3 anid we conclude t$rat G * n 7’: 
cor~kns 2 of 8, 9, and 11. Since. G# C; G does not contain both 8 and 11. After 
ap&ing 02 we may suppose G * jn rf = {8,9) but then 
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and G is not joined to T$ Therefore, IG* n ‘ITI = 3 for some i and TT n ‘i’z = 
(12)~ G*. Since 12 E G* n Sz, Proposition 3.4 implies G’ n S;, = 8. I-Ience 2 E G’ 
and G’ contains 2 of 3, 5, and 6. Since G # S1, G does not contain both 3 and 6. 
After applying a2 we may suppose G’ = {2,5,6} but then 
G= 
P * 
5 12 
2 6 * 
* 
w Go 10 4 
and G is not joined to T2. 0 
Therarem 3.112. The images of L under H are the lines of a partial geometry with 
parameters = 4, t = 17, and a = 2. 
Roof. It remains to prove that given a line M and am octad G off M there are 
exactly 2 Iines through G intersecting A& By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 there are 340 
pairs (G, N) where N is a line intersecting M and G E N\M. Since there are 170 
octads off M the theorem follows from Lemmas 3X1 and 3.11. E 
RernarL Replace the octad A by the octad stabilizer IfA ztnd the fine A4 by 
{HP 1 FE A& The stabilizer of a black octad is conjugate to H& in H and the 
stabilizer of a white octad is the normalizer in H of a Sylow 3-subgroup of H. 
Note that there are 2 conjugate classes of subgroups isomorphic to S4 in A, with 
the same orbit structure as HA. Class representatiws are ((1643)(27), (275)(364)) 
and ((E&3)(27), (275)(364))(25), and each class cord tams 105 subgroups. We have 
been able to show that the conjugate of {HF 1 FE 1.) in H are the lines of a partial 
geometry without appealing to Theorem 3.12. The proof uses properties of AT. 
An interesting feature of this description of the geometry is that 2 subgroups G 
,JW&## are coilinear if and/ WII;~ if 1G 1’74 = 2.lW prb~fs &re longer but not more 
dif!!kXllt. 
‘&Ire 630 Iines of the pa&al geometry correspond to ordered pairs (LJ, x), 
~&ere U is an octad, P$U, C&U9 &JnOl=2 and Q#XEU\O. (There are 
@ x 6 x 5 = 630 such p&s.) P&socziated tith the line L is the pair (V, Y) where V 
ie t&e complement of C+ S, + Z& and v = 12. 
nl. ‘Ibe -IWW 
l’n t&is sectibn we or”l@rkt the %#man-&ingleton graph in terms of 0ctads.l 
This corm&% ckir description $“&e partid gmmetry kith that given by Haemers. 
Wedefine a graph r 6ri& SO Verb& bn which H a&. The vertkes are 
(1) The 35 3-subsets af 0’; and 
(2) the 15 red &a& disjoint from 0 and missing Q. 
73~ 3-M (uI, a2, u3) is joined to 
( i) tlhe 4 3-sets disjcrint from (aI, ag, as}; and 
(ii) the 3 red oetads A,-tA,, A,+A,, A&&, where Ai, A2, A3 are the 3 
wtwis meeting Q ti P9 CL~, uz, a3, and missing 0. 
Tkre are 70 edges bf t3rpe: (i) and 163 edges of type (ti). There are no further 
cec:@s and the red octads form a coclique in II’: Since IQ is transitive on red octads 
every red octad has Idecgree 7; hence every vc:rtex has degree 7. &call from 
&z&on 2 that the rod CM%& may be viewe,d at; the yOints of a PG(3,2). The 3 
0~tads ,joined to a gbe n 3-M are a line. 
M 4.1, ‘Tlke gruph r is the Hoffman-Shgleton graph. , 
Rromf. It is sufficient to prove that any 2 vertks are at distanoe at most 2. Since 
H ic 2t-transitive on red -ads, any 2 octads are joined to a unique 3-W. If 2 
3-scets i[aa, %, 4.1 md {bl,.b2, b3) meet in 2 p&its *hen each is joined to the 
~n@ement. tif {dt, & 1 ivy 1,2% 3i in 0’. O?XXXV~ t@t ia this _cas~ no octad is 
jdnc:d tra\ b@.. 3$etsn, (If A *+I = J3k_+B~ ;rlhq either Bk or & contains P, 
(a,, 6, &n&, L&, &J ,dade at least 2 points of A+; hen= A;i = S, or B, md 
!a:, :b a:,1 = #,, I.&, bs}.) &en an arit&ary 3-set (c,, cz, c3}, any 2 of the 4 39sets 
?-hint fry {cz, cr., ~~}_~meeet ii 2 pc+t+.. Each of the 4 3-sets joined to,{cl, c2, c3} 
.is join* 1&c 3 ocbds for a wtal of 12 dh+ha octads, and {cl, c2, c3) is itself joined 
to 3 cxitack. S&we ihc: +Mizer of (cl, c2, c3} in E permutes the 4 disjoint 3-sets 
tra~~~thelly, all. 25 mtads mentioned above are di&mnt. Hence {cl9 c2!, c3) is 
joined Ito 3 mtads and at di.s*wqe 2&oq~ the, Iremaining 12 octads. There are 18 
3-s&; difkrent from {cl, Q, c3) @at ,me joined to the 3 ~tads joined to 
(cl, c,, c& Jkrguments above show these are distinct, meet {cl, c2, c3} in 1 point, 
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Fig. 2. 
and so they are the 18 such 3-sets. We have now shown that any 2 vertices are at 
distance at most 2. Cl 
We label edges in r as follows: 
(1) the edge from {a,, a2, a,) to Ai + Ai is labelled by the black mad -4 where 
k#i,j; md 
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